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The Acting Secretary of State to the Embassy in Egyptl

SECRET WASHINGTON, February 5,1953—7:16 p. m.
PRIORITY NIACT

1585. Subject 19 Interim Arms Program for Egypt, reference
London telegram 4308, repeated Cairo 226.

We have considered latest British proposals on Sudan received
here this morning and, although one or two minor points might
cause trouble, they do not appear to us to be of sufficient conse-
quence to warrant withholding full US support these proposals
unless you perceive overriding considerations not apparent here.
Text of revision Article 100 is not available here but British in-
formed [us?] that Stevenson instructed provide Caffery with all doc-
uments concerned. We have wired Cairo separately texts British
left with us with exception Article 100. 2

While we desire leave tactics and timing in hands of Caffery it is
our understanding that Stevenson-Naguib meeting on British pro-
posals will take place on Friday or Saturday. British have "ex-
pressed hope that Caffery could see Naguib prior to this meeting.

We suggest Caffery consider adding to statement along lines in
London telegram 4308 something to effect that disagreement on
Sudan, accompanied by uneasiness of public opinion in West,
caused to some extent by bellicose statements by members Military
High Committee, has not been favorable factor in assisting US to
move forward rapidly on question of arms assistance, and we are
proceeding on basis satisfactory turn hi Sudan negotiations will be
accompanied by cessation threatening statements. It seems to us
such an addition would be welcomed by British and could be
phrased in manner which would indicate US has been impeded by
factors over and above our control in attempting assist Egypt. This

1 Repeated priority to London as telegram 5220. Drafted and approved by
Byroade.

2 Minister Holmes in London in telegram 4338, Feb. 6, not printed, transmitted
the text of the revised version of Article 100 of the draft Sudan statute. It reads as
follows:

"A joint sitting of both Houses of Parliament shall be held immediately after it
assembles, in order to consider what further special provision shall be made in this
statute for the southern provinces. Its decision shall be in the form of a resolution
adopted in accordance with the procedure in Article 101 below. This resolution shall
be referred by the Governor General to the two govts, each of which must give
answer within one month of the date of formal notice of the resolution. Unless the
two governments agree to the contrary, the Governor General shall then make an
order amending the statute in accordance with the resolution adopted by Parlia-
ment." (745W.OO/2-653) V


